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ABOUT ME
I have been a professional content creator for the
past 5 years in the beautiful city of Calgary,
Alberta, an hour away from the Canadian Rocky
Mountains we call home. I discovered my passion for
photography and videography when I realized the
powerful story each content piece tells. Since then,
I've created a social media management company
working with a wide range of clients telling their
story and promoting their values. I've since
discovered an even higher passion of becoming an
influencer and travel content creator working with
only the best brands.

I set myself apart by bringing a business perspective
when creating content by analyzing the marketing
goals and strategy of the brand and curate highly
aligned content that actually creates value for the
business.
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SOME BRANDS I'VE WORKED
WITH

“Jason has an incredible ability to capture the ‘epicness’ of the places and people he photographs through
his lens. We had the pleasure to work with him directly
on two separate projects: one to capture the magic of
Chinook Blast in its inaugural year, as well as a special
project called “Calgary Nice” (under a larger Canada
wide project, Canada Nice). Both projects were created
to capture the magic of Calgary, it’s community spirit
and its resilient businesses during an uncertain time.
Jason was chosen to lead one of Calgary Nice’s videos
and wowed us with his chosen story to cover, as well as
his plan of execution.
Jason is a wonderful creative professional to work with,
and his ability to capture wonder in his work is
inspiring.”

-Lahia Girbik, Shared Content Coordinator at
Tourism Calgary and Social Manager for Chinook
Blast.

